BEATRICE KRONE SOCIETY MEMBERS

Anonymous Donors (6)
Lilla and Edgar Aftergood, deceased
Doug Austin, deceased
Barbara and Arthur Bernstein
Matt Bissinger '88
Carol Blischke
Margaret Branchflower, deceased
Janet L. Brittle
Emma Campbell '02
Suzy and Pete Capparelli
Dr. Robert Cassling and Susan Cassling
Ginger Culver '88
Margie Curtis
Jeffrey Dvorak and Michael Slocum
Anthony Ficele
Anne and Barnaby Finch
Carol and Earl Fisher
Carol Gilbert Howell, deceased
Salena Gregory-Krone
Katie Grigsby, deceased
Harry Griswold and Stephanie Webber
Marcia Heck
Ronald Wilson and Alison Hiers
Jessica and Randy Hill
Mary Kelley, deceased
Dr. Robert Krone, deceased
Ursula Krummel
Daniel Lass, deceased
Jane and Daniel Levy
Bill Lowman
Carolyn Lowman, deceased
Dr. Richard MacNeal and Carolyn MacNeal, deceased
Mary Val Marsh Twist, deceased
David Martin
Natalie and Richard Meidel
Dr. Carol Merrill-Mirsky
Mike Brase and John Mullen
Perdita and Orville Myers
David Nochimson
Elizabeth and Walter Parks
Shirley and Raymond Paul, deceased
Dr. Paulene Popek
Elaine Roe
Stuart Roe, deceased
Suzanne and Louis Rose, deceased
Bruce Ross
Ian Schoenleber and Maggie Lam
Lou Schreiber, deceased
June Schuerch, deceased
Erna Schulhofer, deceased
Linda and John Sharp, deceased
Hazel Simon, deceased
Dr. Neil Stannard
Gisela Stearns
David Thomsen
Bruce Toor, deceased
Chris Trout
Dena Van Slyke, deceased
Lee Van Slyke
Cynthia Ward
Carolyn Woosley